


   SLOW-RISE      ROLLER SHADES™

PRIVACY AND LIGHT CONTROL    WITH A SINGLE TOUCH

The ultimate treatment for RV windows 
made from the best materials with 
uncompromising performance, 
SLOW-RISE ROLLER SHADES are the 
perfect fit for motorhomes, 5th-wheels 
and travel trailers.

5% Solar Screen lets 
you see out, but no 
one can see in.

COLORS

CHAMPAGNE

SUEDE

5% CHESTNUT

5% CHARCOAL

OYSTER



   SLOW-RISE      ROLLER SHADES
PRIVACY AND LIGHT CONTROL    WITH A SINGLE TOUCH

Moto-Rise™ ROLLER SHADES 
feature the most durable 
motor available for cockpit 
motorized shades.  The 1.5 nm 
motor is double the torque 
of competitors’ motors.  Our 
motor is also QAI rated, 
an industry first.

Nite ROLLER SHADES are an economical 
window treatment for towables.

Front Roll Shade

Y-Bracket D/N Shade

Split Roll Shade

Back Roll Shade Accessible 
color-coded 
knobs allow 
for easy speed 
control and 
limit settings.



Pleated Folding Door

Pleated Shower Door

Irvine Shade & Door’s 
pleated folding door 
features a heavy-duty, soil 
resistant pleated fabric.  
The custom designed PVC 
hardware system is color-
coordinated to match the 
fabric and its light-weight 
construction guarantees 
easy operation.  Our 
compact, space-saving 
and easy to install design 
is ideal for room dividers, 
closets or privacy partitions.

Irvine Shade & Door’s 
revolutionary pleated shower 
door is an attractive, cost-
effective product featuring 
a compact, space-saving 
design.  Our custom designed 
hardware system is made of 
durable, color coordinated 
PVC and includes an 
aluminum reinforced top track 
for extra support and smooth 
operation.  The Irvine Shade 
& Door pleated shower door 
is the first product of its type 
and has remained a mainstay 
throughout the entire RV 
industry for many years.

Pleated Doors & Shades
Innovation & Quality



Irvine Shade & Door pleated 
shades provide superior design 
and styling for the RV industry.  
Our flawless color coordination 
of fabric, cord, end caps and 
powder coated aluminum rails 
achieves a more seamless match 
with your décor.  Irvine Shade & 
Door manufactures day/nite or 
nite-only shades from a variety 
of colors in Bellagio opaque, 
stitchbound opaque and deco 
sheer fabrics.  Blackout backing 
is available in select styles.  Irvine 
Shade & Door pleated shades 
are easily installed with either 
quick-mount or bracket systems.

Pleated Day/Nite Shade

Day and Night Our Shades Set the 
Standards Others Follow

Superior design and styling 
for the RV industry

1” Aluminum Mini-Blinds

Irvine Shade & Door’s 1” Aluminum 
mini blinds have been a quality 
standard in the RV industry for many 
years.  Our mini blinds are available 
in cord lock or e-z lift style.



Glass Shower Doors
Surround Yourself in Luxury

Neo Round Slider

Neo Angle

Curved Slider Shower Door

Double Bypass Slider

•  Generously large opening
•  Smooth Operation
•  Aesthetically pleasing appearance
•  Superior water retention
•  Excellent for tight space constraints

•  Lightweight design

•  Motion guard rollers 

    keep door on track

•  Aesthetically pleasing 

    appearance

We have designed our neo 
angle shower enclosure with 
the RV industry in mind.  The 
Irvine Shade & Door Neo Angle 
features a sturdy, aesthetically 
pleasing top cap and 
dramatically cuts installation 
time without skimping on 
beauty or value.

•  Innovative space-saving  
    design

•  Smooth operation

•  Aesthetically pleasing
    appearance

•  Generously large opening



Adhesive Applications

Mounting Tapes

Specialty Sealing Tapes

Specialty Application Tapes

•  Transfer Tapes

•  Double Coated Film Tapes

•  High Bond Tapes (VHB)

• Butyl/Foam Composite Tapes

•  PVC Tapes

•  PVC with Mylar Tapes

•  Non-skid Grit Tape

• Conspicuity Tapes

•  Foil Tapes - AF Series

•  Barrier Tapes

•  Sound-dampening Tapes



www.IRVINESHADEANDDOOR.com

Experience our interactive Web Site:
•  Photo Galleries
•  Color Swatches
•  Installation & Care Instructions
•  Dealer Locator
•  Customer Service
•  Updates & More

Your Authorized Dealer

•  Contact Info  •
Irvine Shade & Door, Inc.
1000 Verdant Drive
Elkhart, IN 46516
Phone:  574-522-1446
Fax:  574-522-0568

Email
Customer Service:
customerservice@irvineshadeanddoor.com

Sales:
sales@irvineshadeanddoor.com

The Highest Quality Products Anywhere... Made Especially For Your RV

Irvine Shade & Door has supplied a variety of 
high-quality products to the RV Industry for 
more than two decades.  Ours is a history of 
innovation, service and value.  We are proud 
of the strong roots we have established in the 
heart of America’s RV country and our ability 
to supply customers around the world.  It is this 
commitment that drives us every day in the 
quality of the products we manufacture and the 
excellence in service we provide.

Product information is as accurate as 
possible as of the date of publication 
of this brochure. Due to our continuous 
commitment to product improvement 
and development - colors, styles, 
products, options, etc. are subject to 
change without notice or obligation to 
Irvine Shade & Door, Inc.

The Highest Quality Products Anywhere... 
Made Especially For Your RV


